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Decomposition of Intervals in Special Relativity 
AI.LADI RA.MAKRISHNAK 
A CRYSTAL VIEW OF SPACE-TIME IJNITY 
In the previous paper [ I] we compared time-like and space-like intervals 
by pointing out a reversed symmetry and a tantalising asymmetry between 
them. We complete the comparison by starting a principle of decom- 
position relating to intervals in special relativity. 
Assuming as before a world of one space dimension and one time dimen- 
sion let the space and rime separations between two events be .Y and ! 
which can have positive and negative values. The interval (x, I) is space like 
if 1 .v;/ 1 > c and time like if 1 .u// I < C. where c is the velocity of light. 
WC can write (x. I) as the sum of II intervals 
(.Y, r)=(.v,.f,)+(.Y~, 1x)+ ... +(x,,, 1,,) (1) 
with 
.y=s, +.v’,+ ... +.v,,. 
(2) 
I = I, + 1, + ..’ + t,,. 
where the .Y,‘s and t,‘s may be positive or negative and n arbitrary. Writing 
v = .x;:t, v, = .Y,!‘I, $ C’. 
VI= v,/, + v,12+ ... + V,,r,,. (3) 
If any V, is a “true” velocity ( CC) WC write it as c, and if it is “specious” we 
write it as c’!I*, [I]. When (s,. 1,) is space like it separates IIIYJ ~@vYv~! 
po~~ic~/~.v while if it is time-like it represents the distance traversed by a 
single particle in time 1 121. We can also write 
(x,, 1,) = (x,, 0) + (09 1,) (4) 
and in such a case (.Y,, 0) separates two different particles while (0, r,) is 
time measured on one particle. 
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If events ,4 and C are separated by a space-like interval, C and B by a 
time-like interval. the separation of A and B may be time-like or space-like. 
Though more than one particle charactcrisc A, C, and B only one is needed 
to connect A and B if they are separated by a time-like interval. For exam- 
ple, in any ball game the events may relate to a multiplicity of players, but 
the game is just the history of a single ball and the events on the ball are 
separated by time-like intervals which can be decomposed into space-like 
intervals separating players and time-like intervals on the ball. 
If we observe the intervals from a frame of reference (particle) moving 
with velocity L‘, then each interval is transformed by the Lorentz transfor- 
mation corresponding to t’. Since n. s, and f, can be arbitrary consistent 
with the additive condition (2) the entire universe of intervals is transformed 
as WE shif to a nen‘frame of wfermce. In this view the age paradox does 
not exist since if one twin is at rest while the other moves and returns and 
comes to rest, the “final” frame of the second twin is the same as that of the 
first and their ages must be the same. 
As pointed out in [l] the symmetry between space-like and time-like 
intervals lies in that either all the three velocities occurring in the velocity 
transformation formula have to be “true” or two and only two can be 
“specious” while the third has to be “true” and it is this true velocity that 
occurs in the terms involving a square root, 
Hence there is no necessity to introduce imaginary quantities in special 
relativity. 
The decomposition of even a finite interval is the crystal ball through 
which we view the tantalising connection among events over all space and 
time. 
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